The Friends of Tewkesbury Abbey
c/o Tewkesbury Abbey. Church Street, Tewkesbury, GL20 5RZ
chair@friendsoftewkesburyabbey.org.uk

CELEBRATING 900 YEARS OF TEWKESBURY ABBEY
Dear Friends
Saturday 23rd October marks the 900th anniversary of the consecration of the Abbey
Church at Tewkesbury in 1121. We wish the building a very happy birthday! Those of you
fortunate enough to be able to join us for April's Fitzhamon Lecture by Professor John
Harper will be aware of the elaborate and lengthy ritual and liturgy that accompanied the
consecration by the Bishop of Worcester, which was attended by many other dignitaries,
both ecclesiastical and lay. Whilst the situation in 2021 precludes such a magnificent
occasion, we nevertheless celebrate a remarkable milestone in the life of our beloved
Abbey with a service on Sunday 24th at 10.30 am. The service will be live-streamed. I'm
sure that, whether or not you're able to join us in person or via the internet, you will want to
join me in thanking all those who, over centuries, have cared for and preserved this
spectacular building. Of course, that includes The Friends!
NEWS OF THE FRIENDS' 2021 APPEAL
You will recall that we launched our special Appeal on
the Feast of the Consecration 2019 with a target of
£202,100 to be reached within two years. It was our
intention that the Appeal would be time-limited and end
on the 900th Anniversary of the Consecration. By
February 2020 we were well over a quarter of the way to
our target in well under a quarter of the time frame. Then
Coronavirus struck! We therefore feel that we have done
remarkably well to have raised just under half our target
as I write this letter. Our heartfelt thanks go to all of you
who have contributed over the last two years, whether
your donation has been small or large, one-off or regular.
We have received some generous individual
contributions and have also applied a number of legacies
to the Appeal. Thank you so much.
The pandemic had a number of consequences for us. Fundraising and campaigning for
the Appeal had to be put on hold. We have effectively lost eighteen months of our two
years. There was also a serious impact on the Abbey, its operation and finances. All
capital expenditure was suspended in order to deal with the day-to-day impact of the crisis.
All efforts were directed to "fire-fighting"; the consideration of new developments was
impossible. As a result, the intention of the Vicar, Churchwardens and PCC to reconfigure
the west end of the Abbey to make it a lighter, more welcoming space has had to be
deferred. The Friends' Appeal was to be directed towards this project and we had hoped
to be able to give members more detail of exactly what was proposed. Only now are those
responsible in a position to carry the project forward. With the expertise of the Abbey
Architect, the assessment by a Quantity Surveyor and the input of the various statutory
bodies, including the Diocesan Advisory Committee, proposals are being developed to

provide a hugely improved entrance at the North Porch. Current estimates suggest that
£100,000 already raised by The Friends will fall significantly short of what is required.

Artist’s impression, by the Abbey architect, of what may be possible for creating a glass entry
porch at the north door entrance to the Abbey

Council has therefore decided to extend the Appeal for a further period, with the aim of
raising at least another £100,000. The PCC will further develop and refine its plans and
also explore the possibility of raising further funding through grant applications. In that
event the money raised by the Friends' Appeal will afford the possibility of matched
funding. We hope that members will understand our decision and continue to lend the
Appeal their support. Once the PCC has had time to develop its proposals, the Friends will
share those with members and re-launch the Appeal, probably at Friends' Festival on
Sunday July 3rd 2022. We anticipate that the second phase of the Appeal will be timed to
end on the Feast of the Consecration in 2023.
In the meantime we shall, of course, be delighted to receive further contributions, however
modest. Those of you who set up a Standing Order to make regular payments to the
Appeal may have done so with the intention of cancelling them in October 2021. You may
well wish to do so. If, however, you wish to continue with regular contributions, whether at
your original level or with an amended sum, please do so: it has been a great morale boost
to know that we have donors committed to the Appeal over the long term. More details of
the PCC's proposals and The Friends' plans for an Appeal extension will be available in
due course. Please continue to hold us in your thoughts as we attempt to reset our course.
Here's to the next 900 years.
With sincerest thanks and every good wish on this special day,
Graham Finch
(Chairman)

